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Please write a brief summary of the report the Committee is submitting to the Senate:

Library Committee met on December 7, 2021 for the fall term
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Introduction and Rationale
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Recommendation
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Brief meeting reports:

I After introducing ourselves, we searched fruitlessly for the charge of our committee, only to find it removed from the Charter and Bylaws.
II The co-Directors of Maag Library discussed the usage data for the Library for the last few months and the end of last year.

A. As expected because of COVID, there was reduced usage, and reduced staffing, proportionally, throughout the Library.
B. The Library has had major cuts in personnel and un-replaced retirements.
C. Fewer staff translate into many more duties for the ones who remain, including doing the periodic surveys of use of space and of books, by walking through the library.
D. For each person who has left, there is no resulting “freed up money” in the budget: thus, automation cannot be used to replace people.
E. Similar to much of the university, such cuts are not being replaced.
F. Cuts have impacted the services Maag can offer to students and for research projects. They do not have the staff to keep the library open far into the night.
G. Student government officers have asked for extended hours of opening, principally for study groups, but with the level of staffing, these were not possible to be added.
H. They note that the staff at Maag was diligent in asking people to use COVID protocols, especially masks.

III. We discussed materials bought with special allocations in past years. Among them, the video services have been especially successful and will be continued for the next few years as long as we can afford them. That being said:

ANNOUNCEMENT: If a teacher is going to show a movie in class, they should not advertise the showing or invite anyone except the class to the showing. If you want to show a video publicly, you must get the appropriate licenses, not just use something borrowed from the library. Not getting the proper licensing risks legal action from the videos owner. Please ask the library staff to help you if you do not know the rules.